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Executive Summary

Perhaps the Obama administration’s signature pol-
icy on higher education was the promulgation of 

the gainful employment (GE) rule. The rule, which 
went into effect in 2015, requires all certificate pro-
grams, and degree programs at for-profit colleges, to 
ensure that their graduates maintain a sufficiently low 
ratio of student debt payments to earnings, or they will 
lose access to federal student aid. The Department of 
Education released the first year of debt and earnings 
data on programs subject to the rule in January 2017.

One shortcoming of the GE rule is that it does not 
take into account society’s full investment in creden-
tials produced by public institutions of higher educa-
tion. Public institutions receive direct appropriations 
from state and local governments equivalent to thou-
sands of dollars per year for each student they enroll. 
Meanwhile, private for-profit institutions receive no 
such appropriations and must charge higher tuition 
to support a level of expenditures comparable to that 
of their public-sector counterparts.

Higher tuition at for-profits means students take 
on more debt, while public institutions have the 
luxury of charging lower tuition due to their direct 
appropriations. Therefore, even if a for-profit insti-
tution and a public institution have similar overall 
expenditures (costs) and graduate earnings (returns 
on investment), the for-profit institution will be more 
likely to fail the GE rule, since more of its costs are 
reflected in student debt.

This creates an uneven playing field between pub-
lic and for-profit institutions. Not coincidentally, 
for-profit institutions pass the GE rule at much lower 
rates than their public counterparts: 76 percent of 
undergraduate certificate programs at for-profits pass, 
compared to nearly 100 percent at public institutions. 
Under a hypothetical level playing field, under which 
all institutions receive direct appropriations (or none 
do), would the GE pass rates of public and for-profit 
institutions look more similar?

To answer this question, we simulate direct state 
appropriations at for-profit institutions offering 
undergraduate certificate programs. Assuming for- 
profit institutions would apply all those funds 
toward lowering students’ debt burdens, 93 percent 
would pass the GE rule. Assuming lower rates of 
pass-through appropriations onto student debt yields 
concomitantly lower simulated GE pass rates. We 
also simulate the opposite scenario, in which public 
institutions lose their direct appropriations and all 
the foregone revenue is reflected in higher debt bur-
dens for students. Under this scenario, 93 percent of 
public institutions pass the GE rule.

These simulations show that direct appropriations 
can explain most, but not all, the disparity in GE pass 
rates between undergraduate certificate programs at 
for-profit and public institutions. We explore several 
potential explanations for this result and the disparity 
that remains even after our simulation.
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One of the Obama administration’s signature 
higher education initiatives was creating a gain-

ful employment (GE) rule for career college programs. 
The rule took effect in 2015 and is based on the notion 
that former students are gainfully employed if their 
earnings are high enough to justify the debt they took 
on to finance their credentials. Programs at institu-
tions of higher education covered by the rule that do 
not produce graduates who maintain a sufficiently low 
ratio of student debt to earnings lose access to federal 
student aid such as student loans and Pell Grants. The 
rule applies largely to programs offered at for-profit 
colleges; degree programs at public and private non-
profit institutions are exempt. However, certificate 
programs at all types of institutions must pass the 
rule’s test.

While a rule such as GE can be an important con-
sumer protection, many in the policy community 
also view GE as a proxy for quality or a signal about 
which programs will likely lead to a sufficient return 
on investment. Some also argue GE should be applied 
to all types of credentials at all types of institutions.1 
In these commentators’ view, this would create a level 
playing field and hold a broader set of institutions 
accountable for their prices and return on invest-
ment. But would it?

Lost in those arguments is that GE uses student 
debt as the sole measure of the investment in an edu-
cational credential. (The student’s earnings are the 
return on that investment.) Student borrowing at 
public institutions is artificially low relative to what 
the education actually costs. Most public colleges and 
universities receive direct appropriations from state 

and local governments, which policymakers provide 
to reduce the tuition that those institutions charge 
students. That is a great deal for students, but it means 
policymakers (and by extension, taxpayers) cannot 
look at student debt burdens to know whether an edu-
cation program provides a good return on investment 
for society at large. Moreover, policymakers cannot 
meaningfully compare value between programs at 
public institutions and programs at private institu-
tions, which do not receive such appropriations.

Those facts also mean that GE might simply test 
whether an education program is subsidized through 
appropriations, not whether it is of a higher quality or 
offers better value. After all, a sufficiently large gov-
ernment subsidy can make even the worst private 
investment seem worth it to the investors if returns 
are measured against only their contributions. There-
fore, GE in its current form is essentially rigged to 
overstate the value of programs offered at public 
institutions of higher education compared with those 
at their for-profit peers. Expanding the rule to more 
programs at public institutions, such as four-year 
degrees, is therefore unlikely to achieve the kind of 
level playing field intended. 

To be sure, if GE’s sole purpose is consumer pro-
tection (i.e., making sure that programs provide an 
adequate return to the student alone), then using stu-
dent debt as the sole measure of investment is defen-
sible. But if policymakers wish to use GE as a means 
of testing which programs are high return enough 
to justify public investment, then the rule’s design 
is inadequate. In other words, the GE rule provides 
useful information only if policymakers care about 
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a student’s private return on investment alone and 
believe that it is irrelevant whether a program rep-
resents a good investment for society as a whole.

However, if policymakers care about a student’s 
private return and the return on society’s full invest-
ment, then GE is inadequate. To that end, we examine 
how a major form of social investment not captured in 
the GE data—direct state and local appropriations—
affects GE pass rates when it is taken into account.

To gauge the extent to which GE results are 
affected by appropriations at public institutions, we 
conduct a simple analysis to answer the following 
questions. If for-profit institutions received direct 
appropriations like their public peers, would more of 
their programs pass the GE rule? If public institutions 
did not receive those appropriations and had to cover 
their costs by raising tuition, would more of their pro-
grams fail the GE rule? Because certificates are the 
only credential for which we can broadly compare  
GE pass and fail rates across public and for-profit 
institutions, we limit our analysis to programs offer-
ing those credentials.

Background on the GE Rule

By law, to be eligible for federal student aid, an institu-
tion of higher education that awards certificates must 
“prepare students for gainful employment in a recog-
nized occupation.”2 In addition, any for-profit institu-
tion of higher education—including those that award 
degrees, not certificates—must also prepare students 
for such “gainful employment.”3

Based on these statutes, the Department of Edu-
cation under President Barack Obama created a GE 
test for certificate programs at all institutions of 

higher education, as well as for both degree and cer-
tificate programs at for-profit institutions. Degree 
programs at public and private nonprofit institu-
tions are exempt. While this applicability may appear 
somewhat arbitrary, it is based on the language of the 
Higher Education Act. Table 1 shows the applicability 
of the GE rule.

As our analysis depends on a comparison across 
public and for-profit institutions, we focus specifi-
cally on certificate programs. The department first 
published its GE rule in October 2010,4 but the regu-
lation suffered defeats in court.5 The Obama adminis-
tration was ultimately successful in developing a rule 
that could (at least so far) withstand judicial scrutiny. 
This second iteration of the rule was published in the 
Federal Register on October 31, 2014, and took effect 
on July 1, 2015.6

Under the rule, the department collects data on the 
combined federal and private student loan balances 
and earnings of each cohort of graduates, excluding 
students who do not finish their programs or who do 
not receive any federal financial aid. Then, it applies 
two separate tests based on whether a program’s 
graduates have a sufficiently low ratio of student 
debt payments to earnings. In essence, the depart-
ment considers a cohort of students to be gainfully 
employed if their postgraduation incomes are high 
enough to meet their debt obligations without undue 
financial distress. Thus, the two GE tests are a mea-
sure of how much students borrow to pay for their 
educations and how much they earn after completing 
their programs. The only difference between the two 
separate tests is how each measures income.

The first test is called the annual earnings rate. 
It compares the median student’s estimated annual 
loan payment7 to the mean or median (whichever is 

Table 1. Applicability of the GE Rule

 Public Private Nonprofit Private For-Profit 
 Institutions Institutions Institutions

Certificate Programs Applies Applies Applies
Degree Programs Does Not Apply Does Not Apply Applies 

Source: Program Integrity: Gainful Employment, 34 CFR § 668 (2014).
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higher) annual earnings of students who completed 
the program. (Note that the median student mea-
sured by debt and the median student measured by 
earnings could be different individuals.) A program 
passes the test if students’ loan payments are less 
than or equal to 8 percent of their incomes. It is in 
the zone if students’ loan payments are between  
8 percent and 12 percent of income. Any rate above 
12 percent is failing.8 For example, if the typical stu-
dent’s estimated annual debt payment is $1,000, and 
his graduating cohort’s annual earnings are $20,000, 
then the program’s annual earnings rate is $1,000 
divided by $20,000, or 5 percent. This program 
passes the test.

Annual Earnings Rate = 

A second test is called the discretionary income 
rate. It compares the same loan payment amount 
used in the first test to the mean or median (again, 
whichever is higher) discretionary income of stu-
dents who completed the program. Discretion-
ary income is a student’s annual earnings minus  
150 percent of the federal poverty guideline for a 
single person.9 A program passes the discretionary 
income test if loan payments are less than or equal 
to 20 percent of discretionary income. It is in the 
zone if loan payments are between 20 percent and 

30 percent of discretionary income. Anything above 
30 percent is failing.10 For example, if the typical stu-
dent’s estimated annual debt payment is $1,000, and 
his graduating cohort’s annual earnings are $20,000, 
then the cohort’s discretionary income is equal to 
$1,910, or $20,000 minus 150 percent of the poverty 
line. The discretionary income rate is $1,000 divided 
by $1,910, or 52 percent. The program fails the test.

Discretionary Income Rate = 

To pass the GE rule, a program needs to pass only 
one of these tests. If the program does not pass, it 
does not automatically fail, either: It will be in the 
zone for the whole rule if it has a zone determination 
for either test. Only if a program fails both tests will it 
fail the GE rule altogether. Table 2 illustrates how var-
ious results on each of the two tests determine a GE 
program’s final status.11

A program will lose its eligibility for federal student 
aid (i.e., student loans, work study, and Pell Grants) if 
it fails the GE test for two out of any three consec-
utive years, or if it is either failing or in the zone for 
four consecutive years.12 Since the department has 
only calculated one year’s worth of GE data, no pro-
gram has yet lost eligibility for federal student aid 
under the GE rule.13 

Estimated Annual Loan Payment

Higher of Mean or Median 
Earnings of Graduates

Estimated Annual Loan Payment

Higher of Mean or Median 
Earnings of Graduates – 150% 

of Federal Poverty Line

Table 2. Pass, Zone, or Fail Determinations by Annual Earnings and Discretionary Income Rates

 Discretionary Income  Discretionary Income Discretionary Income 
 Rate 20% or  Rate Between 20%   Rate Higher Than 
 Lower (Pass) and 30% (Zone) 30% (Fail)

Annual Earnings Rate  
    8% or Lower (Pass) Pass Pass Pass
Annual Earnings Rate  
    Between 8% and 12% (Zone) Pass Zone Zone
Annual Earnings Rate  
    Higher Than 12% (Fail) Pass Zone Fail 

Source: Program Integrity: Gainful Employment, 34 CFR § 668 (2014).
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Reviewing GE Statistics for Certificate 
Programs

The Department of Education released the first offi-
cial GE data in early 2017.14 The data covers the 2015 
calendar year and reflects earnings and loan balances 
from students who completed their education pro-
grams in the 2010–11 and 2011–12 academic years.15 
We use the publicly available data16 on certificate pro-
grams to present descriptive statistics on the GE pass 
rates and to conduct our analysis.17

As was discussed earlier, which programs and types 
of institutions are covered under GE is complicated. 
We limit our analysis to undergraduate certificate 
programs because they are covered by GE regardless 
of the type of institutions offering the program. These 
credentials are not degrees but instead certify that 
an individual has acquired the knowledge and skills 
to participate in a certain career. They are predomi-
nantly offered by community colleges and for-profit 

colleges and usually require much less of a time com-
mitment than degrees. Undergraduate certificate pro-
grams represent 70 percent of all programs GE covers 
and therefore provide the best possible approxima-
tion of the GE landscape as a whole.18

The universe of undergraduate certificate programs 
encompasses 6,082 programs subject to the GE rule. 
Of these, more than half (54 percent) are offered by 
for-profit institutions. Another 40 percent are offered 
at public institutions. The remaining 6 percent are 
provided by private nonprofit institutions, a group we 
exclude from our analysis due to small numbers. As 
shown in Figure 1, no programs at public institutions 
fail the GE rule, while just nine (less than 1 percent) 
are in the zone. The landscape is different at for-profit 
institutions, where just over three-quarters (76 per-
cent) of programs pass. Another 19 percent are in the 
zone, and 166 programs (5 percent) fail.19

The reason for these different results is twofold. 
Graduates of undergraduate certificate programs at 

Figure 1. GE Pass Rates for Undergraduate Certificate Programs, by Sector

Source: Department of Education, “Gainful Employment Information.”
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for-profit institutions have higher debt levels and 
lower earnings, on average, than their peers at public 
institutions. Table 3 illustrates these disparities.

A typical undergraduate certificate recipient at a 
for-profit institution graduates with $8,346 in debt, 
roughly $5,500 more than his typical peer at a pub-
lic institution. Intuitively, this makes sense. Public 
institutions charge students lower tuition for certifi-
cate programs than for-profit institutions. Therefore,  
students who attend public institutions accumulate 
less debt.

The Role of Direct Appropriations in GE 
Pass Rates

One of the reasons public institutions charge lower 
tuition and fees is because they receive direct appro-
priations from their state and local governments that 
offset what the institutions might otherwise need 
to charge students. For example, in 2015 the median 
two-year public institution collected about $11 million 
in direct appropriations from state and local govern-
ments. This works out to around $4,600 per full-time 
equivalent student.20 For-profit institutions do not 
have a comparable source of external revenue.21

Consequently, for-profit institutions must theoret-
ically charge more than peer institutions in the public 
sector even if their operating costs are similar. Those 

higher prices induce students to borrow more. Policy 
discussions regarding GE so far have largely ignored 
this distinction. The distinction is, however, relevant 
to the question of whether an investment in a particu-
lar educational program has a sufficient payoff.22

The GE rule seeks to quantify whether GE pro-
grams provide a good return on investment. In other 
words, the rule attempts to test whether a particu-
lar program’s payoff (graduate earnings) is worth its 
cost. But direct government appropriations at public 
institutions mean that for these institutions, tuition 
paid by students does not approximate the full cost to 
society of producing a credential. The GE rule’s mea-
sure of cost—student debt—is thus incomplete.

The danger here is that a program at a public insti-
tution may provide a low return on investment from 
a societal perspective but pass the GE rule anyway 
because a large portion of the cost of providing it is 
not taken into account. Moreover, for-profit insti-
tutions, due to lack of direct appropriations, may 
appear to have a poor return on investment relative 
to their public counterparts. The distortion direct 
appropriations introduce may cause prospective stu-
dents, when deciding which educational pathways to 
pursue, to make decisions that are rational for the 
students themselves but uneconomical for society. 
This is because taxpayers bear a significant fraction 
of the total costs of producing certain credentials, 
but not others.

Table 3. Debt Levels and Earnings of Undergraduate Certificate Programs Subject to the GE Rule

  Median Estimated Corresponding Higher of Mean or 
 Number of Annual Debt Debt Level at Median Annual Earnings 
Sector Programs Payment (Numerator) Graduation (Denominator)

Private For-Profit 3,260 $1,153 $8,346 $18,580
Public 2,428 $389 $2,815 $29,213
All* 5,688 $827 $5,985 $23,119

Notes: *Programs at private nonprofit institutions are excluded from the summary statistics here, but they represent only 6 percent of 
undergraduate certificate programs subject to the GE rule. All data are taken directly from the 2015 GE spreadsheet the Department of 
Education published. The exception is the debt level at graduation, which is calculated based on the estimated annual debt payment 
using an interest rate of 6.8 percent and an amortization period of 10 years, following the procedure laid out in 34 CFR § 668.404. All 
columns are averages among programs; we do not weigh by the size of student populations.
Source: Department of Education, “Gainful Employment Information.”
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To be sure, if the purpose of the GE rule is to mea-
sure only the student’s return on investment, its cur-
rent design is justifiable. But policymakers should 
consider the return on society’s full investment in 
each program. Viewed through this lens, the GE rule 
is decidedly incomplete.

This also suggests that applying the GE rule to 
degree programs at public institutions, as some have 
proposed, may be an insufficient reform. Since pub-
lic institutions benefit from direct appropriations, we 
expect an uneven playing field would remain even if 
GE were applied universally. Of course, comparing 
actual GE pass rates for degree programs across sec-
tors is impossible, since the GE rule does not apply to 
degree programs at public and private nonprofit insti-
tutions (and the Department of Education only col-
lects and publishes GE data on programs subject to 
the rule).

Data and Methods

To gauge the extent to which GE results are affected 
by appropriations at public institutions, we first cal-
culate the median debt level of each program based 
on estimated annual loan payments reported by the 
Department of Education. Next, we adjust each pro-
gram’s debt level by a specified amount, adding debt 
for public institutions and subtracting it for for-profit 
institutions. Finally, we recalculate each program’s 
estimated annual loan payment and determine 
whether it would pass the GE rule under the alterna-
tive circumstances.

Our primary source of data is the GE spread-
sheet the Department of Education published.23 
This spreadsheet contains basic information about 
each institution, including sector, level, and loca-
tion, as well as program-specific information such 
as credential level. The spreadsheet also contains 
each program’s GE information, including estimated 
annual debt payments, mean and median graduate 
incomes, and whether the program passed the GE 
rule. We supplement the GE spreadsheet with data 
on direct state and local appropriations per full-time 
equivalent student at public institutions from the 

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 
(IPEDS).24

The first step in our analysis is using annual loan 
payments to calculate the median debt level of a stu-
dent cohort upon graduation. According to regula-
tion, the department must use an amortization period 
of 10 years and an interest rate of 6.8 percent to cal-
culate annual payments based off a given debt level 
for the 2015 GE data. Therefore, we use these param-
eters to reverse calculate the original debt level based 
on the estimated annual payments reported in the 
spreadsheet.25

The next step is to adjust each debt level by an 
amount based on typical direct state and local appropri-
ations. For public institutions, this is straightforward: 
We use the figures on state and local appropriations 
per full-time equivalent student reported in IPEDS for 
each institution. We drop schools with missing values 
(affecting 49 programs out of 2,428) from the analysis.

To calculate the hypothetical subsidy for for-profit 
institutions, we must use a different approach. We use 
the IPEDS data on state and local appropriations for 
the public institutions in our analysis to calculate the 
average direct appropriation per full-time equivalent 
student for each of three levels of public institution: 
less-than-two-year institutions, two-to-three-year 
institutions, and institutions of four or more years.26 
These averages then become the hypothetical sub-
sidy for all for-profit institutions of the correspond-
ing level.

One assumption we make in calculating these 
hypothetical appropriations is that students take one 
year to complete their certificate programs, so they 
receive only one year’s worth of direct appropriations. 
Since the median certificate recipient takes more than 
one year to complete his or her program, this is a con-
servative assumption.27

We acknowledge that introducing direct govern-
ment appropriations may not cause a one-to-one 
reduction in debt levels. Full pass-through of appro-
priations to debt implies that a $1 increase in direct 
government appropriations per student causes a  
$1 reduction in net tuition, which in turn causes a  
$1 reduction in debt levels. Since there is no simple 
way to determine pass-through across a broad array of 
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institutions, we report two sets of results: one assum-
ing 50 percent pass-through of tuition to debt (a  
$1 increase in direct appropriations per student causes 
a 50-cent reduction in debt levels) and one assuming 
100 percent pass-through.28

Assuming higher rates of pass-through implies that 
for-profit institutions would stand a better chance of 
passing GE were they given direct government appro-
priations. Conversely, higher rates of pass-through 
imply that public institutions are less likely to pass 
the rule without their direct appropriations. There-
fore, assuming higher rates of pass-through makes 
the changes in GE pass rates implied by this exercise 
more dramatic.

At this point, we have actual direct appropria-
tions for public institutions and hypothetical appro-
priations for for-profit institutions. We subtract the 
direct appropriation from debt levels in the case of 
for-profit institutions and add it to the debt levels 

of public ones. As before, we use an amortization 
period of 10 years and an interest rate of 6.8 percent 
to calculate annual loan payments based on these 
simulated debt levels. We combine these simulated 
loan payments with existing data on earnings to cal-
culate hypothetical GE pass rates for for-profit and 
public institutions under alternative circumstances.

Results

We report our results for for-profit and public institu-
tions in the following two subsections and then turn 
to several highlights and potential explanations.

For-Profit Institutions. Currently, 76 percent 
of undergraduate certificate programs at for-profit 
institutions pass the GE rule (Figure 2). However, 
were they given direct government appropriations 

Figure 2. GE Pass Rates for Undergraduate Certificate Programs at For-Profit Institutions, Actual 
and with Simulated Direct Appropriations

Source: Authors’ calculations, based on data from Department of Education, “Gainful Employment.”
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comparable to public institutions, that share would 
rise significantly. Assuming 50 percent pass-through 
(i.e., $1 in direct appropriations per student reduces 
median debt by 50 cents), the GE pass rate rises to 
86 percent. Assuming full pass-through, the GE pass 
rate rises to 93 percent. Public institutions have a  
100 percent GE pass rate, so introducing appro-
priations does not fully close the performance gap 
between the two types of institutions, but it comes 
quite close if we assume 100 percent pass-through of 
the hypothetical appropriations.

Measured by number of programs rather than share 
of programs, 535 additional programs at for-profit 
institutions would pass the GE rule if they had direct 
appropriations comparable to their public institution 
peers (assuming 100 percent pass-through). An addi-
tional 106 programs would move from failing to zone 
status. Just 40 programs would fail.

Public Institutions. Almost all programs at pub-
lic institutions currently pass the GE rule, with just a 
handful in the zone and none failing. Removing appro-
priations chips away at this number, but the effect is 
not as dramatic as is the inverse in the for-profit sec-
tor. Assuming 50 percent pass-through (i.e., assuming 
that removing $1 in direct appropriations per student 
leads to a 50-cent rise in median debt), 99 percent 
of programs at public institutions still pass the rule. 
Assuming 100 percent pass-through, the GE pass rate 
falls to 93 percent (Figure 3). This is still much higher 
than the 76 percent GE pass rate of for-profit institu-
tions under present conditions.

In absolute terms, 35 programs at public insti-
tutions would fail the GE rule without their direct 
appropriations (assuming 100 percent pass-through). 
An additional 131 programs would be in the zone. The 
vast majority, however, would still pass the rule even 
without their direct appropriations.

Figure 3. GE Pass Rates for Undergraduate Certificate Programs at Public Institutions, Actual and 
Simulation Without Appropriations

Source: Authors’ calculations, based on data from Department of Education, “Gainful Employment.”
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Why Is It Easier to Improve on GE Than Worsen? 
One of the most apparent results of the analysis is that 
changes to GE pass rates are asymmetrical. Granting 
hypothetical direct appropriations to for-profit insti-
tutions increases the GE pass rate from 76 percent to 
93 percent: a 17 percentage-point swing. Conversely, 
simulating a lack of direct appropriations at pub-
lic institutions and assuming students consequently 
borrow more to attend reduces the GE pass rate from 
roughly 100 percent to 93 percent: a swing of only  
7 percentage points.

These asymmetrical effects make logical sense. It 
is easier for a program’s GE status to improve than 
to deteriorate. As discussed earlier, the GE rule cre-
ates two tests of the debt-to-earnings ratio of a pro-
gram’s graduates: the annual earnings test and the 
discretionary income test. To pass the GE rule, a pro-
gram must pass only one of the tests; to fail, a pro-
gram must fail both.

Take the example of a program currently failing the 
GE rule, which must necessarily be failing both GE 
tests. For the program to move from failing to pass-
ing, it need only move to passing status on one of the 
two tests. Therefore, our adjustment need only bring 
one of the two debt-to-earnings ratios into passing 
territory for the program to pass the entire GE rule. 
Contrast this with a program passing under the actual 
system. For a passing program to instead fail the whole 
rule, our adjustment must bring not just one but both 
of the ratios into failing territory. Moving down is thus 
significantly more difficult than moving up.

For-Profits Are Different Even After Adding a 
Direct Appropriation. Another interesting finding 
is that the simulated direct appropriation, even when 
assuming it is fully passed through to a reduction 
in tuition and students’ debt loads, does not bring 
for-profit programs up to the same near-100 per-
cent GE pass rate of their public-sector counterparts. 
The subsidy still has a powerful effect, though, clos-
ing most of the gap between the public and for-profit 
sectors’ GE pass rates. But this exercise demonstrates 
that even after accounting for varying levels of state 
support, important differences still remain between 
public and for-profit certificate programs.

Specifically, for-profit institutions charge higher 
net tuition than their public counterparts, even after 
accounting for direct state appropriations. Students 
graduating from certificate programs at for-profit 
institutions had an average net tuition of $8,649, com-
pared to $1,052 for their peers at public institutions.29 
This represents a difference of $7,597, which is much 
higher than the average direct state subsidy of $4,506 
the public institutions in this analysis received. Direct 
appropriations do not account for the entire differ-
ence in net tuition between public and for-profit col-
leges, meaning other factors are still responsible for 
the disparity between the two sets of schools.

As discussed earlier, for-profit institutions’ gradu-
ates also have lower earnings, on average, than pub-
lic institutions’ graduates. Consequently, even if the 
median debt burdens across both types of institutions 
were equalized, a disparity would still remain in GE 
pass rates. We consider two potential factors behind 
the earnings gap: the prevalence of cosmetology pro-
grams at for-profit institutions and lower completion 
rates at public institutions.

Cosmetology Programs Skew Results. The type 
of certificate program may matter more than what 
type of institution is offering it. While certificate 
recipients at for-profit institutions have lower earn-
ings, on average, than their peers at public institu-
tions, this fact is largely explained by the different 
types of career programs offered by each sector. 
For-profit schools disproportionately offer creden-
tials in low-return fields, particularly cosmetology.30 
Cosmetologists’ reported earnings are low regardless 
of whether they graduated from a for-profit or pub-
lic institution. But since cosmetology programs are 
more common at for-profit institutions, they drag 
down the sector’s average.

The result is that cosmetology programs fail the 
GE rule at high rates both before and after our adjust-
ment. Under the actual GE rule, cosmetology pro-
grams pass at a rate of 64 percent. After simulating 
direct appropriations and assuming 100 percent 
pass-through, cosmetology programs have an 86 per-
cent GE pass rate. Cosmetology programs comprise 
two-thirds of programs still in the zone or failing after 
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we simulate direct appropriations, despite represent-
ing just one-third of for-profit programs overall.31

Excluding cosmetology, other programs at for- 
profit institutions have a 96 percent pass rate in our 
simulation. This leaves only a 4 percentage-point 
gap between the adjusted pass rate of for-profit 
programs and the actual pass rate of their public 
counterparts.32

Excluding cosmetology programs may be justified 
given data quality concerns regarding the earnings of 
cosmetologists. In a lawsuit filed in February 2017, the 
American Association of Cosmetology Schools alleged 
that the department’s earnings data undercount 
cash tips and self-employment income their member 
schools’ graduates receive.33 If these concerns are valid, 
then the earnings figures used to calculate GE pass 
rates for cosmetology programs could be unreliable.

Completers vs. Noncompleters. Also on the earn-
ings side, the GE data reported here only covers pro-
gram completers. For-profit certificate programs have 
much higher completion rates than their public coun-
terparts.34 If the standards for completion are lower 
at for-profit institutions, then the pool of completers 
at these institutions may contain disproportionately 
more individuals with low earnings potential. This 
may bias upward average earnings at public institu-
tions if many low earners do not complete their pro-
grams and thus are not captured in the GE data.

More comprehensive data would take into account 
all former enrollees in programs subject to GE, not 
just completers. Since completers probably have 
higher earnings potential than noncompleters, the 
earnings figures reported in the GE data are most 
likely biased upward. Unfortunately, data on non-
completers by program are unavailable, so we cannot 
empirically test this possibility.

Subsidy Pass-Through Assumptions Affect 
Results. Finally, the results of this exercise vary sig-
nificantly based on assumed rates of pass-through. A 
full examination of the effects of direct state appro-
priations on tuition, and consequently on debt, is 
beyond the scope of this report. Therefore, we report 
results for two rates of pass-through: 50 percent and 

100 percent. The GE pass rate for for-profit pro-
grams is substantially lower assuming 50 percent 
pass-through (86 percent GE pass rate) than full 
pass-through (93 percent GE pass rate).

If one holds the view that direct public appropria-
tions are crucial to holding down tuition, then a high 
rate of pass-through is an appropriate assumption. 
Consequently, one should take the view that lack of 
direct appropriations, not quality problems unique 
and endemic to the sector, are the main reason so 
many for-profit programs fail the GE rule.

However, if one holds the view that institutions of 
higher education are revenue maximizers facing an 
imperfectly competitive market, then direct appropri-
ations would have a more limited effect on tuition and 
debt. In other words, for-profit institutions receiving 
a direct subsidy might decide not to pass it on to stu-
dents in full, and public institutions deprived of a direct 
subsidy might not be able to recoup all the lost reve-
nue through higher tuition. Under this assumption, 
direct appropriations would make less of a difference 
to for-profit institutions’ performance on the GE rule.

Conclusion

Public and for-profit institutions of higher educa-
tion face an uneven playing field under GE. The for-
mer receive substantial direct appropriations, which 
are not reflected in the Education Department’s 
debt-to-earnings calculations. Were for-profit schools 
to receive direct appropriations comparable to their 
public-sector counterparts, many more programs 
would likely pass the GE rule. However, public institu-
tions would still perform better overall.

These results suggest that a significant share of 
programs at for-profit institutions fail the GE rule 
because they are not subsidized by state and local leg-
islatures, not because they offer low-quality programs 
vis-à-vis their public peers. An apples-to-apples com-
parison of public and for-profit institutions would 
eliminate most, but not all, the disparity in GE pass 
rates between the two sectors.

In developing future policies that aim to measure 
the value of a credential and its return on investment, 
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lawmakers should understand that student debt is not 
a comprehensive measure of society’s total investment 
in an education program. They will need to develop 
alternative metrics that account for the differences in 
funding structure between public and private institu-
tions if they want to show what students and taxpay-
ers are getting for their money.
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